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(54) Latch

(57) A latch arrangement (10) including:-

a power operable actuator arrangement having
a drive mechanism (11),
an actuator (46) operable to move a driving abut-
ment (70A, 70B, 70C) of drive mechanism,
a latch bolt (14) having a closed position and an
open position,
a detent (22) having an engaged position at which
it is capable of retaining the latch bolt in its closed
position and a release position at which it frees the
latch bolt for movement from its closed position, the
detent including a driven abutment (89C) operable
to move the detent from the engaged position to the
released position,
the drive mechanism having a clutch member (83)
for selectively operably coupling the driving abut-
ment with the driven abutment,
the latch arrangement having:-

a) a latched closed position in which
the latch bolt is in the closed position
and the detent is in the engaged posi-
tion,
b) an unlatched closed position in
which the latch bolt is in the closed po-
sition and the detent is in the released
position, and
c) an unlatched open position in which
the latch bolt is in the open position

in which starting with the latch arrangement in the
latched closed position, the clutch member lies in a first

position and powered operation of the actuator causes
the clutch member to selectively couple the driving abut-
ment with the driven abutment and move the latch ar-
rangement to the unlatched closed position, thereby
causing the clutch member to follow a first path,
subsequent movement of the latch arrangement to the
unlatched open position causing the clutch member to
follow a second path,
subsequent movement of the latch arrangement to the
latched closed position causing the clutch member to
follow a third path
with the first, second and third path being different.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to latches, and
in particular power unlatching latches for use in vehicles
such as on passenger doors of cars.
[0002] Power unlatching latches (also known as pow-
er release latches) are known. Typically, the latch will
have a latch bolt, in the form of a rotating claw which is
held in a closed position, or a first safety position by a
pawl (also known as a detent).
[0003] A mechanism is arranged whereby the pawl
can be rotated by operation of a door handle thereby
allowing the claw to rotate when the door is opened. Var-
ious systems are known whereby the pawl can addition-
ally be rotated by an actuator, typically an electric motor.
[0004] It is known for electric motors to fail in service.
Sometimes motor failure occurs whilst the latch is fully
closed, and sometimes motor failure occurs when the
latch is fully opened. In the former case, the latch must
then be manually opened and typically motor failure will
be immediately apparent to the user since door the han-
dle load will have increased. In the latter case it may not
be possible to relatch the door, and again this is imme-
diately apparent to the user. However, motor failure can
also occur part way through an opening sequence. Un-
der these circumstances, it is possible to finish the open-
ing sequence by manual operation of a door handle. It
is also possible to apparently properly relatch the latch
upon closing of the door. However, whilst the door may
remain closed, the latch mechanism (typically a latch
pawl engaging a rotating claw latch bolt) may not be fully
engaged and there is a risk that the door may unexpect-
edly and suddenly open when the vehicle is in use,
thereby creating a safety hazard for the vehicle occu-
pants.
[0005] Thus, an object of the present invention is to
provide a latch arrangement that is power operable and
in the event of a motor failure is more likely to correctly
relatch.
[0006] Thus, according to the present invention there
is provided a latch arrangement including:-

a power operable actuator arrangement having
a drive mechanism,
an actuator operable to move a driving abutment of
drive mechanism,
a latch bolt having a closed position and an open
position,
a detent having an engaged position at which it is
capable of retaining the latch bolt in its closed po-
sition and a release position at which it frees the
latch bolt for movement from its closed position, the
detent including a driven abutment operable to
move the detent from the engaged position to the
released position,
the drive mechanism having a clutch member for
selectively operably coupling the driving abutment
with the driven abutment,

the latch arrangement having:-

a) a latched closed position in which the latch
bolt is in the closed position and the detent is
in the engaged position,
b) an unlatched closed position in which the
latch bolt is in the closed position and the detent
is in the released position, and
c) an unlatched open position in which the latch
bolt is in the open position

in which starting with the latch arrangement in the
latched closed position, the clutch member lies in a first
position and powered operation of the actuator causes
the clutch member to selectively couple the driving abut-
ment with the driven abutment and move the latch ar-
rangement to the unlatched closed position, thereby
causing the clutch member to follow a first path,
subsequent movement of the latch arrangement to the
unlatched open position causing the clutch member to
follow a second path,
subsequent movement of the latch arrangement to the
latched closed position causing the clutch member to
follow a third path
with the first, second and third path being different.
[0007] It will be appreciated that when the latch ar-
rangement reaches the unlatched closed position, the
actuator will have fulfilled its function for that particular
opening sequence. Subsequent opening and closing of
the door will return the latch arrangement to its latched
closed position without the requirement to power oper-
ate the actuator. Thus by providing one path (the first
path) through which the clutch member moves during
power operation of the actuator, and providing a differ-
ent path (second and third paths) through which the
clutch member moves during the subsequent opening
and closing of the door, the clutch member never has to
lie on the first path during the latter part of the opening
and closing sequence. In this way, the driving abutment
cannot block the return movement of the clutch member.
[0008] The invention will now be described, by way of
example only, with reference to the accompanying
drawings in which:-

Figure 1 is a cross section view of a latch according
to the present invention.
Figure 2 is a different cross section of the latch of
figure 1 (showing only certain components for clar-
ity),
Figure 3 is an equivalent cross section to figure 2,
showing only certain components,
Figure 4 is a cross section as per figure 2, with var-
ious components shown in a latched closed condi-
tion,
Figure 5 is a view taken in the direction of arrow A
of figure 4, showing only certain components,
Figures 6 to 9 show the sequence of events that
occurs during powered unlatching,
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Figure 10 shows the components in the position
where power unlatching has failed part way through
the sequence,
Figures 11 to 15 show various components of the
latch in isolation, and
Figure 16 is a composite view of certain compo-
nents.

[0009] With reference to the figures there is shown a
latch arrangement 10 which is mounted on a vehicle
door (not shown). The latch includes a chassis 12 upon
which various components are mounted.
[0010] A latch bolt in the form of a rotating claw 14 is
pivotally mounted on the chassis at pivot 16. The claw
is biased in an anticlockwise direction when viewing fig-
ure 1 by spring 18 (shown schematically) which reacts
against pin 20 of chassis 12.
[0011] The claw has a periphery 36 which varies in
radius from pivot 16. It can be seen that one portion of
the claw has a radius R1, and a further portion of the
claw has a radius R2, which is less than R1.
[0012] A pawl (also known as a detent) 22 is pivotally
mounted to chassis 12 at pivot 24. Pawl 22 includes an
abutment 26 which can engage a corresponding closed
abutment 28 of claw 14 to hold the claw in the fully
closed position as shown in figure 1. The abutment 26
can additionally contact abutment 34 of claw 12 to hold
the claw, and hence the door, in a first safety position,
whereby the door is not fully closed, but nevertheless
will not open.
[0013] Pawl 22 is biased in a clockwise direction when
viewing figure 1 by spring 23 (shown schematically).
[0014] In the position shown in figure 1 a striker 30,
mounted on other fixed structure of the vehicle, such as
a B- post or a C-post (not shown), is retained within the
mouth 32 of the claw in order to keep the door in a closed
position.
[0015] The latch also includes an ajar lever 38 (see in
particular figure 13) which is pivotally mounted to the
chassis at pivot 40 and includes a first arm 42 and a
second arm 44. End 42A of arm 42 engages the periph-
ery 36 of the claw. End 44A of second arm 44 engages
part of a clutch link, which is further described below.
[0016] Ajar lever 38 is biased in a clockwise direction
when viewing figure 1 by a spring (not shown).
[0017] A power actuator arrangement shown gener-
ally at 45 includes a power actuator in the form of an
electric motor 46 which is mounted on the chassis 12
and is operable to rotate worm gear 48.
[0018] The power actuator arrangement also includes
a drive mechanism (generally indicated as item 11)
which operates to allow the motor to unlatch the latch.
The drive mechanism is such that the latch arrangement
can be fully returned to a fully latched condition in the
event of motor failure.
[0019] A worm wheel 50 (see especially figures 5 and
12) is rotatably mounted on the chassis at pivot 52. Con-
sideration of figure 5 shows that the worm wheel is di-

vided into three regions. The first region 54 includes
teeth 60 which mesh with worm gear 48. Thus, actuation
of motor 46 causes worm wheel 50 to rotate in an anti-
clockwise direction when viewing figure 2.
[0020] The second region 56 is in the form of a boss
62 having three circumferentially equispaced arms 64A,
64B, 64C, each arm includes a corresponding abutment
66A, 66B, 66C (also known as first abutments).
[0021] The third region 58 consists of three discreet
equispaced bosses 68A, 68B, 68C (only one of which
is shown on figure 5 for clarity). Each discreet boss in-
cludes a circumferentially orientated abutment 70A,
70B, 70C (also known as driving abutments) and a ra-
dially inward ly orientated abutment 72A, 72B, 72C.
[0022] Stop lever 74 (see especially figures 3, 5 and
11) is pivotally mounted at pivot 76 to the chassis and
includes an upstanding pin 78 and a stop abutment 79
which engages abutments 66A, 66B, 66C of the second
region of the worm wheel, as will be further described
below.
[0023] A clutch link 80 (see especially figures 5 and
15) is generally elongate and includes a pivot pin 81 at
a lower end. Pin 81 mounts in an elongate hole 82 of
the chassis and is biased to a central position of the
elongate hole by springs (not shown).
[0024] At an upper end of clutch link 80 there is a fur-
ther clutch pin 83 (also known as a clutch member)
which projects from both sides of clutch link 80 as can
be seen from figure 5. End 83A of clutch pin 83 can en-
gage abutments 70A, 70B, 70C or 72A, 72B, 72C as will
further be described below.
[0025] End 83B of clutch pin 83 engages in slot 89 of
unlatching lever 86 as will be further described below.
[0026] Thus, it will be appreciated that the clutch pin
83 (clutch member) includes a link portion (clutch link
80) which, as will further be described below, selectively
couples the worm wheel to the unlatching lever.
[0027] Unlatching lever 86 (see especially figures 5
and 14) (also known as a release lever or a pawl lifter)
is pivotally mounted via pivot 24 onto chassis 12.
[0028] Unlatching lever 86 includes a major arm 88 at
the end of which remote from pivot 24 are defined two
slots 89 and 90.
[0029] Slot 89 receives end 83B of clutch pin 83 of
clutch link 80 (as will be further described below). Slot
89 includes a narrow portion 89A, a wider portion 89B.
Narrow portion 89A includes an edge 89C (also known
as a driven abutment).
[0030] Slot 90 is defined on one side by surface 91
and on the other side by surfaces 92 and 93.
[0031] Surface 93 is defined as an arc of radius R3
struck about the axis of pivot 24. It can be seen that sur-
face 92 slopes relative to surface 93 and is closer to
pivot 24 than surface 93.
[0032] Unlatching lever 86 is fixed for rotation with
pawl 22, and is therefore also biased in a clockwise di-
rection by spring 23.
[0033] Figure 10 shows schematically a manually ac-
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tuable element in the form of a door handle 94, connect-
ed via a mechanical transmission path 95 (shown sche-
matically) to the unlatching lever. Operation of handle
94, in the event of power failure to the motor 46, causes
movement of the unlatching lever anticlockwise about
pivot 24, thereby moving the detent to release the latch.
[0034] The handle 94 includes a sensor 96 which de-
tects an initial movement of the door handle, thereby de-
tecting an unlatching requirement.
[0035] Operation of the latch is as follows.
[0036] Figures 1 and 4 show the latch in a latched
closed position whereby striker 30 is retained in mouth
32 of the claw. The claw is held in the position shown in
figure 1 by virtue of the pawl 22. End 42A of ajar lever
38 is positioned at radius R1 from pivot 16. As such the
ajar lever is positioned in its most anticlockwise position
and hence end 44A of arm 44 is positioned in its most
raised position. Unlatching lever 86 has been biased in
a clockwise direction by its associated spring 23 in order
to align abutment 26 of the pawl with abutment 28 of the
claw. With the latch in the latched closed position, the
position of the unlatching lever dictates the position of
end 83B of pin 83 of the clutch link. This is because end
83B is positioned within slot 89 of the unlatching lever
86. Thus, pin 83 is positioned as shown in figure 4, and
it can be seen that end 83A of pin 83 lies in the path of
circumferentially orientated abutment 70B when the
worm wheel is rotated in an anticlockwise direction (as
will be described below).
[0037] The longitudinal position of clutch link 80 is dic-
tated by the biasing of pin 81 to the central position of
slot 82 by the springs (not shown).
[0038] Surface 91 of slot 90 of the unlatching lever 86
is in contact with pin 78 of stop lever 74 and has forced
it downwards to the position shown in figure 4 such that
the stop lever 74 has been moved to its most anticlock-
wise position such that the stop abutment 79 is posi-
tioned below abutment 66A (see for example the posi-
tion of stop lever 74 relative to worm wheel 50 in figure
9). Thus, the stop lever does not prevent rotation of the
worm wheel.
[0039] When it is required to open the latch electrical-
ly, the vehicle user generates an opening signal, either
by operation of a remote control device (not shown), or
by an initial movement of an inside or outside door han-
dle 94 (thereby creating a signal from sensor 96). When
the opening signal is generated, power is fed to the mo-
tor in such a way as to cause rotation of the worm wheel
in an anticlockwise direction through 120 degrees to the
unlatched closed position shown in figure 6. It can be
seen that abutment 70B will move into engagement with
end 83A and will therefore drive pin 83 to the position
shown in figure 6. Abutment 70B (and in particular its
angle and width), slot 82, and the biasing of pin 81 within
slot 82, are arranged such that pin 83A remains in en-
gagement and is driven by abutment 70B throughout the
120 degrees of rotational movement of the worm wheel.
[0040] It will be appreciated that as pin 83 moves from

the position shown in figure 4 to the position in figure 6,
end 83B dictates the position of slot 89, and hence caus-
es unlatching lever 86 to rotate in an anticlockwise di-
rection to the position shown in figure 6.
[0041] As mentioned above, because unlatching le-
ver 86 is coupled to pawl 22, pawl 22 also rotates in an
anticlockwise direction such that abutment 26 of pawl
22 disengages from abutment 28 of claw 14, thereby
freeing the claw for anticlockwise rotation resulting in
unlatching of the latch and freeing of the striker from the
mouth 32.
[0042] It will be appreciated that as the unlatching le-
ver 86 is moving in an anticlockwise direction, surface
92 is moving generally leftward when viewing figure 4
underneath pin 78. By virtue of its angled surface, sur-
face 92 causes pin 78 to be pushed (cammed) generally
upwardly until pin 78 is contacted by surface 93 where
upon pin 78 is positioned at radius R3 from pivot 24.
Consideration of figure 3 shows that radius R3 has been
superimposed onto this figure and thus it can be seen
that as pin 78 moves generally upwards, the stop lever
74 is caused to rotate clockwise about pivot 76 which
results in stop abutment 79 being positioned in the path
of abutment 66C. Once abutment 66C contacts stop
abutment 79, further rotation of the worm wheel is pre-
vented and the motor will momentarily stall, following
which the control system (not shown) controlling the mo-
tor will cut the power to the motor. Depending on the
particular application the motor will be powered for a
fixed duration of typically between 0.1 and 0.5 seconds.
The time will be arranged to be just longer than the time
taken for the worm wheel to rotate through 120° under
normal operating conditions.
[0043] The full unlatching sequence is shown in fig-
ures 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9. It should be appreciated that the
positions shown in figures 6, 7 and 8 are only momen-
tarily achieved as part of the unlatching sequence.
[0044] Thus, as shown in figure 6, the pawl abutment
26 has been disengaged from the claw abutment 28,
rotation of the worm wheel has been stopped by virtue
of stop lever 74, but the claw has not yet started to rotate
(note pin 81 is still located in the narrow portion 89A of
slot 89). As such the claw, and the ajar lever 38 are still
in the position shown in figure 1 and the latch assembly
is in the unlatched closed position.
[0045] It will be appreciated that pin 83 has acted as
a clutch member and has selectively coupled abutment
70B (a driving abutment) of the drive mechanism 11 with
edge 89C (a driven abutment) of pawl 22 (since unlatch-
ing lever 86 is rotationally fast with pawl 22). It will also
be appreciated that the path traversed by pin 83 when
moving from figure 1 to figure 6 is generally arcuate and
centred on the axis of the worm wheel. This path is
known as a first path 1, see figure 16.
[0046] Once the claw has started to rotate in an anti-
clockwise direction, the periphery 36 will pass under end
42A of ajar lever 38 such that the region at radius R1
moves away from end 42A and the region at radius R2
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is moved under end 42A, allowing end 42A to move from
radius R1 to radius R2 i.e. towards pivot 16 thus result-
ing in ajar lever rotating in a clockwise direction. This
results in end 44A of second arm 44 of ajar lever 38 mov-
ing generally downwardly to contact and then move pin
81 generally downwardly within slot 82 to the position
shown in figure 7. It will be appreciated that the generally
downward movement of pin 81 causes a similar gener-
ally downward movement of pin 83 which disengages
end 83A from circumferentially oriented abutment 70B
and also disengages end 83B from edge 89C. End 83B
thus moves from the narrow portion 89A to the wide por-
tion 89B of slot 89. As shown in figure 7, pin 83 is now
free to move to the right (though has not yet done so).
Thus, the ajar lever in conjunction with the clutch link
act to disengage clutch pin 83 from abutment 70B.
[0047] Because unlatching lever 86 is biased in a
clockwise direction by spring 23 it then pushes pin 83,
to the right.
[0048] Figure 8 shows pin 83 moving to the right (un-
der the action of spring 23) and figure 9 shows pin 83 in
its fully unlatched open position. Note that in both figures
8 and 9 the clutch pin 83 is in the wide portion 89B of
slot 89.
[0049] In moving from the figure 6 position to the fig-
ure 7 position it will be appreciated that abutment 70B
(a driving abutment) has been selectively decoupled
from edge 89C (a driven abutment). This is because end
83A no longer contacts abutment 70B and end 83B is
in the wide portion 89B of slot 89 and is therefore dis-
engaged from edge 89C of narrow portion 89A. It will
also be appreciated that the path of movement of clutch
pin 83 when moving from the figure 5 position to the fig-
ure 9 position is generally chordal relative to the first
path. This generally chordal path is known as a second
path 2.
[0050] As shown in figure 9, the unlatching lever 86,
and associated pawl 22 are now in a position whereby
subsequent slamming of the door will cause the claw to
rotate to the closed position and be held in that closed
position by the pawL
[0051] As the unlatching lever 86 is rotated clockwise,
surface 91 approaches (figure 8) and then contacts and
forces down (figure 9) pin 78 thus causing stop lever 74
to rotate in an anticlockwise direction about pivot 76
freeing stop abutment 79 from abutment 66C.
[0052] When the door is slammed shut, ajar lever 38
will rotate anticlockwise to the position shown in figure
1 thereby causing end 44A to move generally upwardly
and will allow clutch link 80 and hence clutch pin 83 to
also move generally upwardly to the position shown in
figure 4. The generally linear path traversed by clutch
pin 83 when moving from the figure 9 position to the fig-
ure 4 position is known as a third path 3.
[0053] During the subsequent slamming of the door,
the worm wheel 50 will not move and the stop lever 74
will not move. As the claw rotates to the closed position,
abutment 26 will initially ride over abutment 34 of the

claw causing the pawl and unlatching lever to momen-
tarily rotate clockwise and anticlockwise. This momen-
tary clockwise and anticlockwise rotation will be repeat-
ed as the abutment 26 rides over abutment 28 of the
claw.
[0054] Typically, the control system controlling the
motor will be timed to cut the power to the motor at some
time between position shown in figure 6 and the position
shown in figure 9.
[0055] It will be appreciated that an open and closing
sequence as described above will cause the worm
wheel to index through 120 degrees. Thus, starting at
the position shown in figure 1, in the event of battery
failure of the vehicle, an opening signal generated by
the initial movement of the inside or outside handle (as
described above) will not result in power opening. How-
ever, continued movement of the inside or inside door
handle by the user will result in features (not shown) ro-
tating the pawl 22 in an anticlockwise direction (under
manual power) to allow opening of the door.
[0056] The present invention provides for a system
whereby, in the event that the motor fails part way
through an opening sequence, the latch can neverthe-
less be opened and also safely closed. Thus, with ref-
erence to figure 10, it can be seen that the worm wheel
has been rotated through approximately 60 degrees in
an anticlockwise direction where upon the motor has
failed.
[0057] In view of the fact that the motor was initially
activated by movement of, say, the inside door handle
94 (generating a signal via sensor 96), the user will con-
tinue to move the inside door handle to the open posi-
tion, in the expectation that the latch will be powered
open. However, in this case, the latch is not powered
open, but nevertheless the user will continue to move
the handle to the fully open position thereby in fact man-
ually opening the latch via the mechanical transmission
path 95. The user will notice that the force required to
move the handle has increased thereby indicating a
malfunction that will require later rectification.
[0058] Figure 10 shows the latch in a fully unlatched
condition. It is useful to compare and contrast the posi-
tion of various components as shown in figure 10 and
figure 9: -
[0059] The differing positions of circumferentially ori-
entated abutment 70B indicate that the worm wheel as
shown in figure 10 has not rotated as far as the worm
wheel as shown in figure 9.
[0060] In both cases, the latch is fully open and hence
the ajar lever 38 is in the same position. Since end 44A
of second arm 44 of ajar lever 38 abuts pin 81, then
clutch link 80 is in a lowered position in both cases and
hence end 83B sits in wide portion 89B.
[0061] Consideration of figure 10 shows that end 83A
of pin 83 is biased into abutment with the radially inward-
ly orientated abutment 72B.
[0062] Because pin 83 is located in wide portion 89B
of slot 89, this allows the unlatching lever 86 to move to
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its fully clockwise position, and hence pawl 22 can also
move to its fully clockwise position.
[0063] Because the unlatching lever 86 is in the same
position as shown in figure 10 and 9, then pin 78 has
been forced downwardly to the same position in both
figures by surface 91 and hence the stop lever 74 is also
in the same position when considering figures 9 and 10.
[0064] In particular it will be appreciated that the po-
sition of the clutch pin 83 as shown in figure 10 (motor
failure condition) lies at the position where the second
and third paths meet (i.e. it lies on the second and third
paths). If the motor were to fail in a slightly different po-
sition, the clutch pin 83 could lie on just the second path,
or it could lie on just the third path, or it could lie proxi-
mate the second path, or it could lie proximate the third
path.
[0065] Figure 16 shows the relative positions P4, P6,
P7, P8, P9 and P10 of the clutch pin 83 in figures 4, 6,
7, 8, 9 and 10 respectively superimposed on the worm
wheel. This figure also shows the first 1, second 2 and
third 3 paths.
[0066] It will be appreciated that the present invention
provides for a latch which, if the motor does not com-
plete an unlatching sequence and the latch is opened
manually, the unlatching lever will nevertheless always
return fully to its rest position, so ensuring full engage-
ment between pawl abutment 26 and claw abutment 28
or 34, depending upon whether the door is Fully closed
or in a first safety position. It will be appreciated that a
pawl which is only partially engaged with the corre-
sponding abutment of the claw provides a safety hazard,
since a user would believe the door to be properly closed
but because of only partial engagement between the
pawl and claw, there is a danger that the pawl can dis-
engage from the claw, thereby allowing the door to un-
expectedly open.
[0067] It will also be appreciated that for operation of
power unlatching, the motor is only required to be turned
(i.e. driven) in one direction. This simplifies the control
system and wiring to the motor.
[0068] As mentioned above the motor is powered for
predetermined pulsed periods, following an opening re-
quirement signal. Additionally, or alternatively, the pow-
er to the motor can be cut following a predetermined
event. Thus a sensor or micro switch could be used to
detect each 120° rotation of the worm wheel. Typically
an appropriate cam formation could be included on the
worm wheel for use in conjunction with a micro switch.
[0069] Alternatively a micro switch could be used (e.
g. positioned at arrow M figure 6) to detect when the top
of link 80 has just moved to the position shown in figure
6. In another embodiment a micro switch could be po-
sitioned (e.g. at N figure 6) to detect an initial movement
of the release lever 86 as it starts to move from the po-
sition shown in figure 6 to the position shown in figure 7.
[0070] Whilst the embodiments shown in the figures
has three driving abutments 70A, 70B and 70C, further
embodiments could include more or fewer driving abut-

ments. In particular, it is possible to have a single driving
abutment. For example, consideration of figure 4 shows
that in a latched closed condition it is only necessary to
provide abutment 73. Abutment 70A and 70B together
with corresponding discreet bosses 86A and 86B could
be deleted. Under the circumstances the motor will be
powered to rotate the worm wheel through 360 degrees
for each opening sequence.

Claims

1. A latch arrangement (10) including:-

a power operable actuator arrangement having
a drive mechanism (11),
an actuator (46) operable to move a driving
abutment (70A, 70B, 70C) of drive mechanism,
a latch bolt (14) having a closed position and
an open position,
a detent (22) having an engaged position at
which it is capable of retaining the latch bolt in
its closed position and a release position at
which it frees the latch bolt for movement from
its closed position, the detent including a driven
abutment (89C) operable to move the detent
from the engaged position to the released po-
sition,
the drive mechanism having a clutch member
(83) for selectively operably coupling the driv-
ing abutment with the driven abutment,
the latch arrangement having:-

a) a latched closed position in which the
latch bolt is in the closed position and the
detent is in the engaged position,
b) an unlatched closed position in which
the latch bolt is in the closed position and
the detent is in the released position, and
c) an unlatched open position in which the
latch bolt is in the open position

in which starting with the latch arrangement in the
latched closed position, the clutch member lies in a
first position and powered operation of the actuator
causes the clutch member to selectively couple the
driving abutment with the driven abutment and
move the latch arrangement to the unlatched closed
position, thereby causing the clutch member to fol-
low a first path,
subsequent movement of the latch arrangement to
the unlatched open position causing the clutch
member to follow a second path,
subsequent movement of the latch arrangement to
the latched closed position causing the clutch mem-
ber to follow a third path
with the first, second and third path being different.
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2. A latch arrangement as defined in claim 1 in which
in the event of actuator failure during an opening
sequence, the latch arrangement can be moved to
the unlatched open position by manual operation
and can subsequently be moved to the latched
closed position whilst the clutch member (83) lies
remote from the first position and proximate one of
the second or third paths.

3. A latch arrangement as defined in claim 1 or 2 in
which the first path is substantially arcuate.

4. A latch arrangement as defined in claim 3 in which
the second path is generally chordal relative to the
first path.

5. A latch arrangement as defined in any preceding
claim in which the third path is generally linear.

6. A latch arrangement as defined in any preceding
claim including a plurality of driving abutments.

7. A latch arrangement as defined in any preceding
claim in which the or each driving abutment is
mounted on a worm wheel.

8. A latch arrangement as defined in claim 7 in which
the drive mechanism includes a stop lever which
acts on a first abutment surface of the worm wheel
to selectively prevent rotation of the worm wheel.

9. A latch arrangement as defined in any preceding
claim in which the clutch member includes a link
portion which is pivotable relative to a chassis of the
latch arrangement via a pivot having a pivot axis.

10. A latch arrangement as defined in claim 9 in which
the pivot axis is translatable relative to the chassis.

11. A latch arrangement as defined in claim 10 in which
the pivot axis is biased to a mid position of its pos-
sible translatable movement when the latch ar-
rangement is in the latch closed position.

12. A latch arrangement as defined in any preceding
claim including an ajar lever operable to detect the
open and closed position of the latch bolt.

13. A latch arrangement as defined in claim 12 in which
the ajar lever operates to move the clutch member
to selectively decouple the driving abutment from
the driven abutment when the latch bolt moves to
its open position.

14. A latch arrangement as defined in claim 12 or 13 in
which the ajar lever operates to return the latch ar-
rangement to the latched closed position upon clos-
ing of the latch bolt.

15. A latch arrangement as defined in claim 8 or any
one claims 9 to 14 when dependent on claim 8 in
which an unlatching lever is fixed for rotation with
the detent and operates to selectively disengage
the stop lever, thereby allowing subsequent actua-
tion of the power actuator, as the latch bolt moves
to its closed position.

16. A latch arrangement as defined in claim 15 which
the unlatching lever operates to selectively engage
the stop lever, thereby limiting subsequent actua-
tion of the power actuator, as the latch bolt moves
to its open position.
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